
AO Knowledge/Skill Required
Across A2 Language Course

Paper 1
Section
A
Reps

Paper 1
Section
B
CLA

Paper 2
Section
A
Essay

Paper 2
Section
B
Discours
es

Original
Writing
CW

Investiga
tion CW

Basics
(FWs)

Can order FWs in hierarchy
Can elaborate on reason for hierarchy
Can identify and label elements of FW
Can explain the effect of the element
Can discuss interaction of FWs

Can create own elements of FWs

Overvi
ew /
Timeli
nes

Can order events in relevant timelines

Can identify relevant aspects for different topic questions

Can succinctly give overview of topic in essay style
Can elaborate on relative importance of timeline events in
essay style

Can succinctly give overview of topic in article style
Can elaborate on relative importance of timeline events in
article style

Theori
es and
Ideas

Theori
es and

Can list relevant theorists and theories for the topic

Can provide own technical examples/support for theories
and ideas

Can succinctly give an overview of their theory in essay
style
Can elaborate on how theories develop over time in
essay style
Can evaluate theories for validity in essay style
Can evaluate theories for accuracy in essay style



Ideas
Contin
ued

Can succinctly give an overview of their theory in article
style
Can elaborate on how theories develop over time in
article style
Can provide lay examples/support for theories and ideas
Can evaluate theories for validity in article style
Can evaluate theories for accuracy in article style

Skills
for
Asses
sment

Can accurately and relevantly label unseen data in detail
Can assess and evaluate unseen data for
meaning/function
Can plan a relevant response to unseen data
Can craft an analysis of unseen data and its
context/function

Can craft a comparison of unseen data sources and
contexts/functions

Can choose the most useful essay question to answer

Can plan a relevant response

Can craft an analytical essay

Can craft an evaluative essay

Can craft an engaging article

Can evaluate own work in line with AO coverage


